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Patient specific quality assurance can be improved using an independent dose calculation
system. In addition, the implementation of such a systemmay support light ion beam therapy
facilities in reducing the needs for beam time, by substituting some of the experimental
patient-specific quality assurance procedures by independent dose calculation. The GATE-
RTion-based IDEAL system for light ion beam therapy was developed for this purpose. It
was built in a DICOM-in, DICOM-out fashion, for easy integration into a state-of-the-art
technology-based workflow for scanned ion beam therapy. This article describes the IDEAL
system, followed by its clinical implementation at MedAustron for proton and carbon ion
beams. Medical physics acceptance and commissioning steps are presented together with
key results: for 3D proton and carbon ion reference boxes, 97% of the points agreed within
5% from the measurements. Experimental validation of stopping powers using real pig
samples were between 1.8% and 3.8% for soft tissues. Finally, five clinical cases are
described, i.e. two proton and three carbon ion treatments. Dosimetric benchmarking
against TPS calculations are presented and discussed in details. As expected, the IDEAL
software evidenced limitations arising from the pencil beam algorithm available in the TPS for
carbon ions, especially in the presence of air cavities. The IDEAL systemwas found to satisfy
the clinical requirements for independent dose calculation of scanned ion beam delivery
systems and is being clinically implemented at MedAustron. The open-source code as well
as the documentation was released on the OpenGATE collaboration website, thus allowing
for long term maintenance and future upgrades based on a more widespread utilization.

Keywords: GATE, GEANT4, independent dose caculation, proton, carbon ion, light ion beam therapy, IDEAL, GATE-
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INTRODUCTION

Light Ion Beam Therapy (LIBT) is an advanced form of radiation therapy. While proton therapy is a
more widespread technology, dual particle facilities equipped with both protons and carbon ions,
such as MedAustron, are only six worldwide1. Clinically other types of ions may be of interest,
however this article focuses on the particles and technology currently available at MedAustron,
which are scanned proton and carbon ion beams [1]. Scanned ion beam therapy consists in scanning
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a small pencil beam laterally in the Planning Target Volume
(PTV), while sparing the surrounding Organs At Risks (OARs) as
much as possible. The distal conformation of the tumor is
ensured by adjusting the beam energy and hence its range into
the patient for each pencil beam delivered. Treatment planning is
the key process to prepare the treatment. It necessitates a 3D CT
scan of the patient anatomy acquired in the treatment position.
PTVs, OARs and any other necessary Region Of Interest (ROI)
are then delineated in the CT images and then the treatment plan
is prepared. This article addresses the specific issue of the Patient-
specific Quality Assurance (PSQA) process, after the treatment
planning is completed.

PSQA can either be performed via measurements or via
Independent Dose Calculation (IDC) system. The main advantage
of themeasurements is to include the verification of the beamdelivery
workflow. However, experimental PSQA suffers several limitations:
1) measurements are usually performed in a homogeneous phantom,
which is not representative of the patient anatomy, therefore potential
limitations of dose computation algorithms in patient anatomy
cannot be verified; 2) QA is limited to a few measurement
positions; 3) the set-up is fixed in the room and does not allow to
check the patient positioning workflow; 4) it requires beam time for
each plan to be irradiated, thus limiting the patient throughput and
treatment planning adaptation. The main draw-back of IDC-based
PSQA, is to exclude the treatment delivery and patient positioning
workflow verification in the room. However, in contrast to the points
1, 2, 3, and 4 mentioned previously, the IDC is performed virtually in
the full 3D patient geometry, simulating the beam delivery and
patient positioning independently of the Treatment Planning
System (TPS) at no beam time cost. Assuming LIBT centers
implement comprehensive beam delivery and in-room equipment
(patient positioning and verification systems) QA programs, IDC-
based PSQA is a validmeasure to complement or even substitute part
of the experimental PSQA. According to ICRP112 [2], on the
prevention of accidental exposure from new external beam
radiation therapy technology, the “Calculation of the number of
MUs for each patient independently from the TPS would have
avoided most of the major accidental exposures resulting from the
misuse of a TPS.” (whereMU stands forMonitorUnits). Over the last
decade, several groups have been working on the development and
implementation of IDC systems, mostly for scanned proton beams.
Different home-made implementations have been proposed and
developments were usually tailored by facility specificities [3–6].
The implementation of a Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm in an IDC
system was shown to illuminate dose computation issues from
analytical algorithms implemented in TPS, which would not
otherwise be detected using traditional experimental PSQA [7].
However, it is generally recognized that IDC as such, i.e. the
recomputation of a plan exported by the TPS using an IDC
system, only allows to check TPS dose computation errors, but
cannot detect beam delivery failures or data transfer corruption.
For this reason, several groups have worked on the combination of
IDC systems with machine steering files and/or treatment log-files
[7–11]. With respect to LIBT, for ions heavier than protons, much
less literature is available. Some dedicated codes are under
development, either analytical [12] or MC-based [13]. An easy-to-
use particle therapy platform based on FLUKA and supporting IDC

functionality, biological dose calculation as well as dose-averaged LET
distributions prediction for scanned proton and carbon ion beams
was presented in [14]. Alternatively, GATE-RTion: a GATE/Geant4
release for clinical applications in scanned ion beam therapy [15] is
available. It was validated for protons and carbon ions [5, 6, 16–19]
and developed to make the bridge between researchers and clinical
users in facilities equipped with scanned ion beam delivery systems.
Fragmentation spectra of both FLUKA and Geant4 have been
validated in the past [20] and found compatible for clinical use.
More recently, it was shown that FLUKA vs. Geant4-based particle
spectra resulted in RBE-weighted dose deviation of less than 1% in
average in the entrance up to the end of the target region, with larger
deviations in the distal fall-off and the tail of up to 3% and 5%,
respectively [21].

This paper presents the GATE-RTion-based Independent DosE
cAlculation system for LIBT (IDEAL). It was developed in a
collaboration between the Medical University of Vienna, the
Austrian Center for Medical Innovation and Technology and the
MedAustron ion therapy center. First, the software architecture and
implementation details are described. Second, the clinical
implementation strategy as performed at MedAustron for
scanned proton and carbon ion beams is presented. The result
section includes a brief review of the installation, configuration and
acceptance testing, followed by key medical commissioning results
(beammodeling and CT calibration). Finally, five patient treatments
(2 protons and 3 carbon ions) are retrospectively evaluated using
IDEAL for typical indications treated at MedAustron.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

IDEAL System Description
IDEAL V1.0 was released2 on March, 23rd, 2021, using GATE-
RTion V1.0 [15] as dose engine. IDEAL was built as a wrapper
around GATE-RTion, in a DICOM-in/DICOM-out fashion. The
aim was that IDEAL should be easy to integrate into state-of-the-
art technology, but in a vendor independent fashion, for scanned
ion beam therapy facilities (Figure 1). TPS DICOM files are
exported to IDEAL to run an IDC. IDEAL output DICOM dose
files together with the TPS DICOM dose files can then be
imported into any other clinical software for dose review and/
or comparison.

In the following sections, the description of the most relevant
features and implementation details of IDEAL are provided,
however the full documentation of IDEAL is available online3.
GATE/Geant4 [22, 23] specific features will also be briefly
presented, however for full details the reader is invited to read
the GATE documentation, as well as the corresponding papers
cited in the upcoming sections.

Synopsis
IDEAL is designed to run on a GNU/Linux cluster in order to
provide simulation results within a reasonable time (e.g. less

2https://github.com/OpenGATE/IDEAL.
3https://pyidc.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.
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than 2 h). IDEAL is implemented as a set of python modules
and scripts, which convert the information from the input TPS
DICOM files (PLAN, DOSE, STRUCT and CT) into a set of files
and scripts that can be used to run GATE-RTion. Beam
models, nozzle geometry and CT calibration curves must be

configured during installation and commissioning. Two
interfaces are available: a graphical user interface
(socrates.py) and a command line interface (clidc.py). The
dose grid is by default the same as used by the TPS, but a
different spatial resolution can be defined by overriding the

FIGURE 1 | High level workflow of IDEAL. It shows that IDEAL was conceived in a DICOM-in/DICOM-out fashion, to ease the use of GATE-RTion for IDC in LIBT.

FIGURE 2 | Device-oriented workflow of IDEAL. This figure describes from a technical view-point the different modules implemented in the IDEAL software to allow
for GATE-RTion-based IDC in LIBT. The numbers in parentheses are used in the text to describe the workflow in more detail.
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number of voxels per dimension. Each of the beam dose
distributions as well as the plan dose distributions can be
stored as DICOM dose file.

Device-Oriented Workflow
A device oriented workflow is shown in Figure 2. In the
following, the enumeration refers to the parenthesized
numbers in the figure.

1) The DICOM treatment files from the TPS are exported to a
shared file system, which is also mounted on the submission
node of the cluster.

2) After logging into the submission node (typically with a
generic secure shell utility) the user starts the independent
dose calculation: the treatment plan file must be selected and
a goal set (number of primaries, average uncertainty or a
fixed calculation time).

3) IDEAL retrieves the plan file and all referred data (structure
set, CT and TPS dose files).

4) A GATE simulation folder is populated with macros, input
data, and configuration data, based on the treatment plan
data and the clinic-specific configuration data (which are
provided by the user during installation and
commissioning). The beam model, CT calibration curve
and output dose resolution are selected based on the
input data, but can be overridden in the user interface.

5) Scripts are created to run an instance of GateRTion on each
core of the cluster. Each beam in the input plan will be run
using the HTCondor4 job management system. E.g. for a
plan with two beams and a cluster with 48 nodes, 96 jobs will
run. Additional scripts are generated to perform the pre- and
post-processing steps (described below).

6) The “Directed Acyclic Graph manager” (DAGman) is a
meta-scheduler for HTCondor, which is used to
sequentially run first the preprocessing script, then
(concurrently) the simulation jobs, and finally the post-
processing script. After submitting the DAGman job, a
job control daemon (a daemon is a computer program
that runs as a background process) is started on the
submission node.

7) The simulation is configured in such a way that most of the
time all cores are simulating the same beam.

8) Each job saves the intermediate dose distribution and the
simulation statistics (including the number of simulated
primaries). The job control daemon periodically reads the
intermediate results and checks whether the goal has been
reached. Once this is the case, a semaphore file is created that
will cause the StopOnScript actor from GATE to terminate
the simulation.

9) The post-processing script accumulates the results and
converts them to DICOM.

10) The results are copied to the shared folder.
11) The user imports the results back into a third party system

for further analysis.

Pre-processing
The external ROI of the CT (i.e. the contour describing the
external contour of the “patient anatomy”, including potentially
boluses and contention mask, if any) is padded with a 10 mm
thickness of air (“air box margin”) on all six sides. This air-
padding aims at improving the correctness of the skin dose
calculation. The bounding box is enclosing both the padded
external ROI of the CT and the TPS dose distribution. The
CT image is then cropped to fit the bounding box. Any voxel
whose central point is not within the external ROI is overridden
with air (G4_AIR). Hounsfield Unit (HU) values are truncated to
the maximum HU value specified in the relevant CT protocol.
ROI overrides specified by the user are applied to each voxel
whose central point lies within the specified ROI. The material
overrides are implemented by extending a copy of the
interpolated CT calibration curve: in the extension, HU values
larger than the initial maximum HU value are generated and
associated with the override materials. A dose mask file is created
with the same geometry as the output dose files, with value 1 (or
0) for all voxels with the central point inside (or outside) the
external ROI, in order to limit the dose output to within the
external ROI, if specified by the user.

GATE-RTion Simulation
By convention a Gate work directory has 3 subfolders:mac (Gate/
Geant4 macro), data (any input files that are not macro files) and
output (simulation outputs). As IDEAL simulates each beam
separately, there is a main macro file for each beam. Assuming a
treatment plan with 3 beams running on a cluster with 50 physical
cores, 150 output directories would be created. The
corresponding output directories are suffixed with the job
number.

Geometry: CT or Phantom
The geometry for the simulation is defined in such a way that the
isocenter coincides with the origin in the Geant4 coordinate system.
A patientbox volume is defined as the smallest rectangular box that is
centered on the isocenter and contains the bounding box described
earlier. The material for the world and patientbox volumes is
G4_AIR. The cropped CT image is imported into Gate using the
ImageNestedParametrisedVolume geometry element defined by
GATE/Geant4 as a daughter volume of the patientbox. Using the
TranslateTheImageAtThisIsoCenter command with the isocenter
coordinates taken from the DICOM plan data, the CT image is
translated with respect to the origin of the patientbox. The couch
rotation is performed on the patientbox. For commissioning
purposes, it can be useful to run the simulation on a
geometrically defined phantom instead of a CT image. To this
end, phantoms can be defined during commissioning. The planned
couch angle has no effect on the positioning of such phantoms.

HU to Material Definition
For each CT protocol, 2 calibration curves are required: HU to
density and HU to composition. GATE provides a
HounsfieldMaterialGenerator tool to interpolate these 2 curves
using the density tolerance parameter ( [22] for more details) and
generate the CT calibration input files needed for GATE. While4https://research.cs.wisc.edu/htcondor/htc.html.
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the initial implementation for GATE was based on the well-
established Schneider method [23]; alternative calibration files
could be defined. IDEAL automatically selects the CT protocol
based on some criteria, which are configurable. If a CT protocol
is used for the first time, the CT calibration input files are
generated and saved in the cached folder in order to be re-used in
future. Any change to the input density and composition
calibration files, as well as on the density parameter, will
trigger a new generation of CT calibration input files in the
cached folder.

Beam Delivery Description
For each treatment machine (beam line), GATE macro files
describing the available passive elements (range shifters,
ripple filters, etc.) for that beamline are required [19]. A
physical description of the nozzle geometry (beam monitors,
vacuum windows, exit window, etc.) may be optionally
provided. The DICOM treatment plan is converted into a
treatment plan file, which together with the source description
file, are used as the 2 key inputs for the
GateSourceTPSPencilBeam to simulate the beam delivery
([24] for more details). Beam optics and energy properties
from all spots in the beam are randomly sampled, with
probabilities proportional to the number of planned particles
per spot, and Gaussian distributions given by the source
description file.

Physics Settings and Dose Computation
Different physics builders can be configured for protons and
carbon ions. In addition, typical simulation settings (e.g.: cut,
step size) can be set-up as a compromise between speed and
accuracy [5]. The dose scoring is handled by the so-called
DoseActor attached to the cropped CT image, using the mass
weighting algorithm, which is the most accurate method
available in GATE for scoring the dose [25]. Depending on
the settings, the dose to medium or the dose to water are scored
using the resolution of the CT [26]. Intermediate results are
saved periodically during the simulation (default every 300 s) as
mhd files. The job control daemon and post-processing script
monitor and resample the intermediate dose outputs to the
specified final dose output resolution.

Uncertainty Goal
The job control daemon computes an estimate of the Type A
uncertainty in each resampled voxel when resampling the
intermediate dose distributions. A mean maximum value of
dose-per-primary is estimated by computing the mean of the
Ntop (default � 100) highest values in the distribution. A
threshold value is defined as a fraction P (default 50%) of this
mean maximum. The average uncertainty is computed as the
average of the relative uncertainties of those voxels having a dose-
per-primary higher than this threshold.

Post-processing
IDEAL accumulates the dose distributions and total number of
primaries from all simulated beams on all cluster cores and scale
the dose with the ratio of the planned and simulated number of

primary particles. A dose scaling factor can also be applied, if
configured. The dose scaling factor allows for correcting
systematic dose deviations observed between simulations and
measurements. Finally, IDEAL resamples the beam doses to the
specified resolution. For protons, the effective dose is computed by
scaling the physical dose by a constant factor (typically 1.1). If
configured, the system will also compute the plan doses (physical
and effective for protons, physical only for carbon ions). The user
log summary text file with settings and performance data is
updated. Outputs (beam and plan dose files, user log summary)
are copied on a Windows shared folder (if configured). The
outputs from all Gate-RTion simulations are compressed and
temporary copies removed.

Acceptance and Commissioning
Acceptance Testing
The clinical implementation of IDEAL was divided into several
steps. An acceptance testing protocol was carried out in order to
verify that the system complies with all requirements and to
validate the system installation and configuration at the
MedAustron ion therapy facility.

Beam Modeling
Beammodeling was carried out by modeling the full MedAustron
nozzle [1], in order to have the most accurate beam models,
including nuclear secondaries produced in the nozzle. The
validation of the proton horizontal fixed beam line was
presented in [16]. Beam modeling of the subsequent proton
and carbon ion beamlines was automated using the tools and
procedures described in [27]. The beam models were used as
input to calibrate the MedAustron beam delivery monitors (so
called Dose Delivery System) in absolute number of particles per
monitor unit in reference conditions [28]. Therefore, the beam
models are intrinsically calibrated in number of particles per
monitor unit in reference conditions. However, due to various
sources of uncertainties, calibration in reference conditions does
not necessarily mean that the beammodel output in 3D generated
SOBP has the same accuracy. Therefore, the beam models were
subsequently validated in 3D and scaling factors for proton and
carbon ion beam models were defined.

Dosimetric Commissioning in Water
The beammodeling validation followed a similar procedure as for
TPS commissioning in water [29], using the so called 3D-block
(PTW, Freiburg, Germany), equipped with 24 PinPoint
ionization chambers type 31015 (PTW, Freiburg, Germany).
Dose deviations were always normalized to the maximum
predicted dose. Simulation pass rates against the PinPoint
measurements taken as reference were evaluated considering
the 3%, 5% and 7% dose difference criteria (normalized to the
maximum predicted dose). In addition, signed and unsigned
mean dose deviations (again normalized to the maximum
predicted dose and considering all measurement points for the
corresponding treatment plan) were provided.

The proton horizontal beam model was validated in details:
target of different shapes and complexity were considered
(square, cylinder, H-shape etc.), using different air gaps
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(at isocenter (ISD0) or at a non-isocentric reference point 50 cm
upstream isocenter (ISD50) for horizontal beam lines), with or
without range shifter. These treatment plans included field sizes
from 3 to 20 cm, from 0.03 to 2-liter volumes and more, centered
between 3 and 31 cm depth.

Based on the proton horizontal beam model validation
experience, a similar procedure was applied to the carbon ion
horizontal beam model, but for a restricted subset of four key
reference targets: Box6_ISD0 (0.2 L), Box8_ISD0 (0.5 L) and
Box10_ISD0 (1 L) at isocenter, as well Box6_ISD50_RS (0.2 L)
with range shifter at non-isocentric reference position ISD50. The
reference boxes 6/8/10/6_RS were centered at 6/15/25/5 cm and
6/13/21.8/5 cm, for protons and carbon ions, respectively.

Vertical beam models were only tested during acceptance
testing. Except otherwise specified, simulations were run using
a 2 mm scoring grid and a 1% statistical uncertainty goal. The
Toolkit for the Evaluation of Dicom Doses (TEDD) developed to
support the dosimetric commissioning process was described
in [30].

CT Calibration and Validation
Six CT protocols are used clinically for patient treatment: three
for adults and three for pediatric cases. The CT calibration was
performed using slabs of tissue-equivalent materials from
CIRS. The lightest tissue-like material was lung-like starting
with a density of 0.195 g/cm3 and the densest bone-like
material was 2.7 g/cm3. The exact same measurements
initially used for the commissioning of the TPS were used
to commission the CT curves in IDEAL. A total of eight
different tissue-like materials were used. All protocols were
calibrated following the stoichiometric calibration from
Schneider [23]. The CT validation was performed by
comparison of Water Equivalent Thickness (WET)
measurements of pig tissues [31] against IDEAL and TPS
simulations, using a 160-MeV proton beam. A total of 10
tissue samples (lung, adipose, brain, kidney, heart, blood,
spleen, liver, muscle, bone) were inserted in an 8-cm thick
phantom (in the beam direction). A CT scan of the tissue
phantom was performed using 2 CT protocols (adult-
abdominal and adult-head). The median HU value of each
ROI for the different tissues was calculated and converted into
density. For simplicity, two main ROIs were afterwards
created: a cylinder of 6 cm diameter and 8 cm length in
front of a 50-cm cubic box. In the TPS, the cylinder was
overridden with the tissue densities and the corresponding
ICRU material that are provided to represent real tissues [32].
In IDEAL, the cylinder was overridden with the Schneider
material whose HU range included the calculated median HU.
The densities of the chosen Schneider materials differed by
0.1% in average from the real tissue densities. The box was
overridden with water.

Clinical Examples
Five clinical treatment plans were selected to evaluate the
capabilities of IDEAL (Table 1). Two treatments with protons
(patients P1 and P2) and three treatments with carbon ions
(patients C1, C2, C3). The TPS used was RayStation 8B

(RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden). Proton
treatment plans were computed using the MC algorithm
version 4.2, using a statistical uncertainty of 0.5%. Carbon
ion treatment plans were computed using the pencil beam
algorithm version 3.0. Proton treatments were always planned
without ripple filters (RiFis) in non-isocentric conditions (i.e.
the patient is shifted towards the nozzle), as explained in [28].
Carbon ion treatment beams were always planned with RiFis,
which are a necessary accessories for carbon ion therapy [19]
in isocentric condition, except when the range shifter (RS) was
used in addition, in which case the patient was shifted towards
the nozzle as for proton treatments. Different target volumes
were simulated, from 71cc up to 1.1 L. Different treatment
locations were evaluated, such as para-nasal cavities,
abdomen and pelvic regions. Typically, the CT protocol for
head has a slice thickness of 2 mm and the abdomen/pelvic
protocols have a slice thickness of 3 mm. A combination of
horizontal beams (HBL) and vertical beams (VBL) were used.
All treatment plans used the so called Multiple Field
Optimization Technique (MFO) as defined in Ref. [33], i.e.
each beam delivered a non-homogeneous dose to the target.
Different doses per fraction were applied: from 1.8 Gy per
fraction up to 7.5 Gy per fraction. Treatments reporting more
than one PTV indicated the usage of a so called
Simultaneously Integrated Boost (SIB) technique [34], i.e. a
different dose per fraction applied to the different PTVs in the
same treatment plan (e.g. P1 and P2). All selected treatment
plans were evaluated retrospectively. The TPS DICOM
treatment plan files (Plan, Structure, CT, Physical and
Effective Doses of the Plan and Beams) were exported
without anonymizing the data. IDEAL was run on a cluster
using a single command line (clidc.py -l “username” -u
“uncertainty goal” “MyPlan.dcm”) for each patient
specifying the uncertainty goal to 1% for each beam, while
the CT protocol and beam models were automatically
selected. After the simulations finished, the IDEAL DICOM
doses were automatically saved to the Windows share folder.
To prevent confusion in the clinical TPS, the treatment plan
files including the IDEAL doses were imported into a test TPS
for evaluation. Proton doses were evaluated in RBE-weighted
dose (using a constant 1.1 RBE factor). For carbon ions, doses
were evaluated in physical dose. Key clinical quantities for the
target volumes (D98%, Mean dose, D2%) and organs at risks
(Mean dose, D2%) were considered: the D98% is the minimum
dose received by 98% of the volume (also called near
minimum dose) and the D2% is the maximum dose
received by 2% of the volume (also called near maximum
dose). Dose Volume Histograms (DVH) were also evaluated
between the TPS and IDEAL, as they represent the dose
distributions as a function of the organ volumes and allow
extracting clinical indicators such as D98%, Mean dose
and D2%.

The IDEAL and TPS doses were also imported into VeriSoft
version 7.2 (PTW, Freiburg, Germany) for computation of the
gamma index in 3D. Gamma analysis was performed considering
3%/3mm and 3%/2 mm parameters, using dose difference
normalized to the maximum dose and restricted to voxels
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having a dose larger than 10% of the maximum dose. Simulation
times were also recorded.

RESULTS

IDEAL Installation, Configuration and
Acceptance
IDEAL was set-up on a cluster made of 1 submit node and 2
computing nodes of 24 physical cores each (48 cores in total).
During acceptance, more than 60 tests were successfully
conducted, on the functionalities, performances and
accuracy of the system. The most relevant IDEAL
configuration parameters were presented earlier and the
selected settings for the implementation at MedAustron
are briefly listed here: the same scoring resolution as the
input TPS dose files was used and the dose outside the
external ROI was removed. The CT protocol was
automatically selected based on the SeriesDescription DICOM
tag and the density tolerance was set to 0.01 g cm−3. A full
geometrical description of the nozzle was provided for each
beam line, together with beam models (source description file)
for proton and carbon ion beams. The options dose to water,
effective dose using a 1.1 RBE factor (for protons only) and plan
dose were selected. The default Ntop (100) and p (50%) values
were used. Dose scaling factors were defined during
commissioning and configured. The GATE-RTion
recommended proton and carbon ion physics-builder were
used [15], namely QGSP_BIC_HP_EMZ and Shielding_EMZ.
Cut, tracking cut and step-limiter values were set as presented in
Table 2, following recommendations from the literature [5, 35],
as a compromise between speed and accuracy. Further relevant

details on the CT calibration and beam modeling details are
provided in the following sections.

Commissioning Results
Beam Modeling Accuracy in 1D/2D
Beam ranges for protons and carbon ions simulated using
GATE-RTion/IDEAL agreed very well with measured ranges
in water with differences of less than 0.2 mm. Bragg peak width
estimated at the 80% dose level were within 0.3 mm. Simulated
beam sizes in air agreed nicely with measured data, with
maximum deviation of less than 0.3 mm (in FWHM) at all
measured positions in the beam path from nozzle exit until
20 cm after the treatment isocenter. At isocenter deviations were
even lower, with maximum deviations of 0.2 mm. Overall
agreement in range and beam optics were found to be close
to the measurement uncertainties.

Beam Modeling Validation in 3D
In total for 3D validation, more than 34 proton treatment plans and
4.000measurement points were evaluated. For carbon ions, the 4 key
reference plans and more than 565 measurement points were
considered. Scaling factors of 0.97 and 1.03 were applied to the
proton and carbon ion beammodels based on the review of the four
reference boxes. The need for scaling factors may be due to a
combination of dosimetric uncertainties and nuclear model
uncertainties. All results presented in this section consider these
two scaling factors. The overview of all 3D commissioning results is
summarized in Table 3. The lower agreement considering the 3%
dose difference criteria for carbon ions, as compared to protons, can
be understood when looking at the results for the reference boxes in
Table 4. One can see a dose output variation with energy as a
function of the measurement depth for carbon ions, with an under-

TABLE 1 | Description of the clinical treatment plans verified with IDEAL. The columns RS and RiFi indicate the presence (y)/absence (n) of range shifter and ripple filters for
each of the 2 beams used for each treatment. In the column Beams, HBL and VBL indicate usage of Horizontal and Vertical Beam Lines.

Patient Particle
type

Number
of

beams

Resolution
(mm3)

RS RiFi Tumor
type

Location Beams Treatment
technique

Target Volume
(cc)

Dose
per

fraction
(Gy)

Total
dose
(Gy)

P1 p 2 2 × 2 × 2 n/n n/n Pancreas Abdomen HBL + VBL MFO PTV1 204 5 25
PTV2 71 7.5 37.5

P2 p 2 3 × 3 × 3 y/n n/n Ewing
sarcoma

Para-nasal HBL + VBL MFO PTV1 1,135.7 1.8 50.4
PTV2 447.3 1.93 54.04

C1 c 2 2 × 2 × 2 n/y y/y Angiosarcoma Para-nasal HBL + VBL MFO PTV1 465.4 4.8 43.2
C2 c 2 2 × 2 × 2 y/n y/y Chordoma Sacral

region
HBL + VBL MFO PTV1 1,047.07 4.6 41.4

C3 c 2 3 × 3 × 3 n/n y/y Prostate Pelvic HBL + VBL MFO PTV2 247.03 4.8 14.4

TABLE 2 | GATE-RTion/Geant4 physics settings as configured in the IDEAL implementation used at MedAustron.

— Cut (mm) Tracking cut (mm) Step limiter (mm)

— (e−/e+) (e−/e+) (Proton, deuteron, triton, alpha, generic ion)
World 1,000 10 1,000
Patient box 1 1 1
Patient 0.5 0.5 0.5
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estimation of the dose in average of −2.1% for the deep seated box10,
while the shallow box6 presents an overestimation of the dose by
0.8%. Overall, for both protons and carbon ions, the use of range
shifter and different air gaps (ISD0 and ISD50) did not indicate any
systematic deviation in the beam modeling results. The results
presented are within clinical tolerances. The evaluation of the
SOBP for the Box8 for both protons and carbon ions is
illustrated in Figure 3.

CT Calibration and Validation
The differences between the measured WET and each of the two
simulated WET (using TPS and GATE-RTion/IDEAL) as a
function of the tissue density is presented in Figure 4. For
densities between 0.93 and 1.08 g cm−3, IDEAL overestimates

the WET up to 3.8%. The WET calculated in the TPS presented a
1.2% better agreement with the measured WET in average. For
low and high density materials, this tendency is not observed. A
larger difference was found for both tissue groups with a
maximum difference of 11% (bones/TPS) and 8.7% (bones/
IDEAL). A difference up to 9.5% and 8.7% was found for
lung/TPS and lung/IDEAL, respectively.

Evaluation of Clinical Cases With IDEAL
The evaluation of the 5 clinical treatment plans is
summarized in Table 5. Gamma pass rate was higher than
97% for all plans considering the 3%/3 mm gamma
parameters. Considering the 3%/2 mm gamma parameters,
pass rate was higher than 95% for 3 patients and only slightly

TABLE 3 | 3D validation overview for protons and carbon ions in terms of pass-rates (considering dose difference criteria of 3%, 5% and 7%) and average dose deviations.

Particle type Measurement points Pass-rate(%) Averaged dose deviation(%)

3% 5% 7% Signed Unsigned

p 4,079 96.5 99.4 99.8 0.5 1.0
c 565 90.5 98.8 99.4 −0.5 1.3

TABLE 4 | 3D validation results for the reference boxes in terms of pass-rates (considering dose difference criteria of 3%, 5% and 7%) and average dose deviations.

Reference plan Particle type Measurement points Pass-rate(%) Averaged dose
deviation(%)

3% 5% 7% Signed Unsigned

Box6_ISD0 c 134 97.8 100.0 100.0 0.8 1.1
Box8_ISD0 c 181 97.8 98.9 100.0 −0.7 0.9
Box10_ISD0 c 132 69.7 97.0 98.5 −2.1 2.3
Box6_ISD50_RS c 118 96.6 99.2 99.2 0.2 0.9
Box6_ISD0 p 196 99.0 100.0 100.0 0.3 0.8
Box8_ISD0 p 484 96.7 99.6 100.0 0.7 1.0
Box10_ISD0 p 268 100.0 100.0 100.0 0.2 0.8
Box6_ISD50_RS p 132 99.2 100.0 100.0 0.9 1.0

FIGURE 3 | Evaluation of IDEAL Box8 for protons (A) and carbon ions (B) against measurements.
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lower for P2 and C1. With respect to PTVs and OARs, mean
doses and near maximum doses (D2%) parameter were in
excellent agreement, within a few tenths of Gy. The near
minimum doses (D98%) to the PTVs were also in excellent
agreement for most plans, except for P2 which presented
differences of 1.3 and 2 Gy for PTV2 and PTV1, respectively.
This can be explained by the fact that a non-negligible part of
the PTV overlaps with the lung, where the dose uncertainty is
larger. An illustration of dose differences and dose profiles in
that patient are presented in Figure 5. With respect to patient
C1, differences were mostly related to the air cavities and the
interface with dense bone. As the TPS features a pencil beam
algorithm, one can expect MC to better perform in such a
case. This fact is illustrated in Figure 6, where large
differences in dose were observed in an air cavity, followed
by a large range difference of up to 4 mm (yellow dose profile,
Figure 6). In contrast, not going through any air cavity
depicts an excellent agreement between the two dose
engines (blue dose profile, Figure 6). To complete the
evaluation, patient P1, for which gamma analysis was
larger than 99% is presented in Figure 7. Dose differences
within the target and plateau region were low. However,
differences occur around the target, due to range
differences between GATE-RTion/IDEAL and the TPS,
where the horizontal and the vertical beams stop
(Figure 7, bottom right). Agreement in terms of DVH was

excellent (Figure 7, top right). Simulation times were varying
significantly between protons and carbon ions and are
discussed in the next section.

DISCUSSION

Simulation times were presented in Table 5. Patient P2 and C2,
both have a tumor volume slightly larger than 1 L. While the
proton simulation result was obtained in 1.3 h, the carbon ion
simulation took 32.7 h using the current cluster capacity of 48
cores. The reasons for larger computation times with carbon ions
are partly due to the production and tracking of nuclear
secondaries, which stop after the primary carbon ion range
and produce the dose tail after the carbon ion Bragg peak. In
addition, simulation speed may be significantly influenced by the
nuclear models selected in Geant4. The QMD model selected in
this study is assumed to be the most accurate, however it was
shown that its computation speed can be at least a factor 2 to 3
slower, than other standard models such as BIC [36]. For daily
clinical use, simulation times of the order of 1–2 h maximum are
desirable. In the context of this study, we recomputed patient C2,
using a scoring grid of 3 mm (which for the pelvic region is
clinically acceptable) and considered a statistical uncertainty of
2%, which reduced the computation time to 4.3 h. The gamma
pass rates at 3%/3mm and 2%/2 mm were 97.8 and 94.4%,

FIGURE 4 |Differences between simulatedWET (TPS and GATE-RTion/IDEAL) andmeasuredWET, as a function of the tissue density. (A) corresponds to the lung
region, (B) and (C) to the soft tissues regions and (D) to the bone region.
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respectively, which is logically lower than the 98.8 and 96.6% pass
rates from the reference simulation (with 2 mm scoring grid and
1% statistical uncertainty). Increasing the gamma criteria (for the
3 mm resolution and 2% uncertainty simulation) to 4%/3 mm
and 4%/2 mm provided gamma pass rates of 99.1 and 97.5%,
respectively. It seems therefore clinically acceptable to adapt the
dose grid and simulation uncertainty requirement, if needed, in
order to reduce computation time to clinically acceptable values.
Increasing the cluster capacity by a factor 2, would bring the
computation time down to the order of 2 h in such a case. In
addition and as mentioned earlier, using alternative and faster
nuclear models such as BIC could be an option, but
commissioning should be repeated.

The IDC concept was already recommended and implemented as
a routine QA tool in conventional radiotherapy in the last century.
Unfortunately, the traditional empirical dose calculation models
were of very limited applicability for advanced treatment
techniques, such as Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy
(IMRT). Experimental methods were therefore implemented for
PSQA, thus substituting IDC for complex treatment techniques. As
the number of patients treated with advanced radiotherapy
techniques steadily increased over the years, experimental PSQA
resulted in a significantly increased workload. In 2010, ESTRO
published a booklet on “Independent Dose Calculations Concepts

and Models” [37]. At that time, one key limitation of both types of
QA (experimental and IDC), was that verification was performed in
a homogeneous phantom and not in the patient geometry.
Nevertheless, it was already suggested that IDC could be used to
replace experimental PSQA [38, 39]. Development of dose
calculation algorithms over the years made IDC the only
possibility to perform QA in the patient geometry.
Nowadays, it seems that the radiation therapy community in
general (including both conventional and LIBT), is moving back
to the roots of PSQA using IDC, rather than experimental PSQA
[40]. In the framework of the Imaging and Radiation Oncology
Core (IROC) [41], it was demonstrated that IDC was 12 times
more sensitive at detecting treatment failures for IMRT than
experimental PSQA. The commissioning of the first commercial
IDC system for CyberKnife and based on a MC algorithm was
reported in [42]. The main conclusion stated that this IDC
system will replace all routine experimental PSQA. One
motivation from the authors is related to the complexity of
the measurements and as for the previous study, a lack of
sensitivity of the experimental PSQA, which is limited to the
beam delivery and therefore could be replaced by an appropriate
machine QA program. For protons, the first commercial and
MC-based IDC system, called myQA iON (IBA-dosimetry,
Schwarzenbruck, Germany), was recently commissioned

TABLE 5 | Comparison of IDEAL simulations with TPS. Key clinical quantities for the target volumes (D98%, Mean dose, D2%) and organs at risks (Mean dose, D2%) are
considered, as well as simulation times and gamma index pass-rates.

Patient Dose
engine

Target OARs Simulation Gamma index pass-
rate

Name D98% Mean D2% Name Mean
(Gy)

D2 (Gy) Primaries Time
(hrs)

3%/3
mm (%)

3%/2
mm (%)

P1 IDEAL PTV1 15.3 29.2 40.0 Liver 1.7 14.7 1.9E + 07 0.9 99.8 99
TPS 15.7 29.3 39.7 1.7 14.8 — — — —

IDEAL PTV2 28.9 36.7 41.0 — —

TPS 29.2 36.8 40.8
P2 IDEAL PTV1 34.8 50.2 56.3 Spinal cord 16.5 50.3 3.4E + 07 1.3 98.3 94.7

TPS 36.8 50.5 56.0 16.2 49.7 — — — —

IDEAL PTV2 46.9 53.6 57.0 Lungs 7.8 50.9
TPS 48.2 53.8 56.7 8.0 51.7

C1 IDEAL PTV1 2.3 9.1 10.9 Optics nerve right 8.1 9.6 4.5E + 07 29.4 97.4 94.3
TPS 2.2 9.2 10.9 8.1 9.7 — — — —

IDEAL — — — Cochlea right 4.3 5.9
TPS 4.2 5.6
IDEAL Bulbus right 5.6 8.4
TPS 5.5 8.2

C2 IDEAL PTV1 13.0 16.4 18.3 Rectum 4.0 12.1 4.6E + 07 32.7 98.9 96.6
TPS 13.3 16.7 18.6 4.2 12.3 — — — —

IDEAL — — — Nerve roots 11.5 16.7
TPS 11.6 17.0
IDEAL Cauda equina 11.1 17.2
TPS 11.1 17.5

C3 IDEAL PTV2 3.4 4.9 5.3 Rectum 0.5 3.2 9.2E + 06 17.7 98.8 97.5
TPS 3.5 5.0 5.4 0.5 3.4 — — — —

IDEAL — — — Bladder 0.8 4.9
TPS 0.8 5.0
IDEAL Urethra 3.3 4.7
TPS 3.4 4.9
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FIGURE 5 | P2 evaluation. (A): 2D IDEAL dose distribution in a CT slice (transversal view), (B): 2D TPS dose distribution in a CT slice (transversal view), (C): 1D dose
profiles extracted from the 2D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions presented on the (A,B) (full line � IDEAL, dotted line � TPS), (D): 2D dose difference in a CT slice
extracted from the 2D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions presented on the (A,B) (IDEAL—TPS). Beam directions are represented on the (B) picture. On the (A) blue
yellow and green lines represent the dose profiles presented on the (C).

FIGURE 6 |C1 evaluation (A): 2D IDEAL dose distribution in a CT slice (coronal view), (B): 2D TPS dose distribution in a CT slice (coronal view), (C): 1D dose profiles
extracted from the 2D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions presented on the (A,B) (full line � IDEAL, dotted line � TPS), (D): 2D dose difference in a CT slice extracted from
the 2D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions presented on the (A,B) (IDEAL—TPS). Beam directions are represented on the (B) picture. On the (A) blue and yellow lines
represent the dose profiles presented on the (C).
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and implemented clinically at the MedAustron ion therapy
facility. Experimental PSQA was reduced by 25% and it will
increase step-wise up to 50% on average by the end of 2021.

The substitution of experimental PSQA by IDC allows for further
improvements of theQAprocess, for instance by combining IDCwith
treatment log-files. The use of treatment log files allows in theory
verifyingmachine delivery parameters for any treatment fraction, thus
overcoming the capabilities of experimental PSQA, which is limited to
a single fraction delivered to a QA phantom prior treatment.
Integrating log-files as inputs to an IDC system was shown to be
much more sensitive in detecting proton delivery errors, than
experimental PSQA. Indeed, out of 21 error scenarios tested, 11
were detected by IDC and only 1 by PSQA [9]. Log-file-based QA is
suggested as a potential improvement to bridge the gap between
machine QA, PSQA and daily patient treatment [7, 42]. Artifical
Intelligence may also play a role in future to support, for instance, the
prediction of possible PSQA failures [43].

In the context of adaptive radiotherapy, the aim is to shorten the
cycle between image generation, contouring, plan adaptation and
treatment. Hence, it is very important to be able to quickly
recompute the dose into the daily patient anatomy. The
development of fast IDC systems and further optimized QA is a
necessity for such applications. IDC tolerance levels should be
related to Tumor Control Probability (TCP) and Normal Tissue
Complication Probability (NTCP) [37]. A first attempt in this
direction was provided in [11], but with another initial purpose in

the framework of Model-Based approaches, to confirm the
decision-making process for patient selection, when NTCP
models are used as a basis. If NTCP models are not available
(or not calibrated for the clinics), the review of DVHs and clinical
goals is actually a practical alternative to evaluate IDC-based PSQA
outcome in a more clinically relevant manner.

In the context of LIBT, including particles others than protons
(e.g. carbon ions), no commercial system is currently available.
Currently, the only commercial TPS available is RayStation
(RaySearch Laboratories, Stockholm, Sweden). For carbon ions,
the pencil beam algorithm developments of RayStation were
largely based on pre-calculations performed using the FLUKA
MC code. In this respect, IDEAL represents an interesting
solution for MC-based IDC, as it is based on GATE-RTion and
the Geant4 [15, 44, 45] physics models. For the purpose of replacing
experimental PSQA by IDC-based PSQA, evaluating the physical
dose distribution in the patientmay be sufficient. For protons, a fixed
1.1 RBE value may be used. However, variable proton RBE values
were suggested, as there is evidence of increased RBE towards the
end of the Bragg peak [46]. For carbon ions, several RBE models are
available, but the uncertainties of these models are rather large [47,
48]. The implementation of various RBE models for the purpose of
proton and carbon ion IDC may support research projects. For the
clinical purpose of independently evaluating the TPS dose
computation, very similar RBE models should be implemented in
the IDC tool and in the TPS, otherwise large discrepancies between

FIGURE 7 | P1 evaluation. (A): 2D IDEAL dose distribution in a CT slice (transversal view), (B): 2D TPS dose distribution in a CT slice (transversal view), (C): 1D dose
volume histograms extracted from the 3D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions (full line � IDEAL, dotted line � TPS), (D): 2D dose difference in a CT slice extracted from the
2D IDEAL and TPS dose distributions presented on the (A,B) (IDEAL—TPS). Beam directions are represented on the (B) picture.
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the two dose engines would be observed due to the RBE models
uncertainty, thus making the clinical evaluation very difficult.

In this work, the GATE-RTion/IDEAL software version 1.0
was presented and the clinical implementation methodology
was described in detail. IDEAL was applied retrospectively for
5 clinical treatments and was found to successfully perform
IDC in the field of LIBT for scanned proton and carbon ion
beams. Thanks to its DICOM-in/DICOM-out design fashion,
IDEAL was easily compatible with state-of-the-art technology,
thus allowing for dose review and comparison in different
medical Software. IDEAL is provided open-source and is
maintained by the OpenGATE community. It will therefore
benefit of further upgrades tailored by medical and research
needs in future.
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